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Abstract

The Centralized Reliability Data Organization (CREDO)
has been established by the Reactor Research and
Technology Division of the Department of Energy (RRT/DOE)
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). It's primary
functions are collection, evaluation and dissemination
of reliability/availability data pertaining to advanced
reactors. Associated information and analysis services
will be provided to users. Interface and cooperative
data exchange with existing U.S. and international
data banks is an integral part of CREDO's program plan.
This paper outlines the design and operation of the
proposed system and summarizes the status of its
development. The schedule for developing CREDO has
been lengthened as appropriate to the current schedule
for development of advanced reactors in the U.S., but
the initial development phase is nearing completion,
and demonstration of system capabilities is anticipated
prior to the end of FY 1980.

Introduction - History of CREDO

In 1975. the U.S. Energy, Research and Development Administration

(ERDA) sponsored a meeting of a diverse group of government and industry

representatives to summarize the reliability data needs of the advanced

reactor community and to outline the scope of a National Advanced Reactor

Reliability Data System (NARRDS). The scope of the system that was out-

lined was very broad, and a major program was proposed to meet the needs

of the more rapidly expanding U.S. Breeder Program anticipated at that

time. In late 1976, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) was suggested

as an independent site to establish and maintain a data base along the

lines suggested at the NARRDS meeting. In addition, a scoping study was

to be done by ORNL to more specifically define the needs of all potential

users and the required capabilities of the data center.



The scoping study was completed in 1977» and a program plan was

submitted to the Department of Energy (DOE). The plan was reviewed by

DOE experts in the various areas of reliability and data base management,

modified, and then finally approved in 1978. During this review period,

the scope of the U.S. Breeder Program was revised, and the urgency for

the development of an advanced reactor data base had decreased somewhat.

This resulted in a continued level of effort that was considerably below

that suggested by the NARRDS meeting or the ORNL scoping study.

During 1378, the general input, output and data management system

requirements were defined. Reliability and statistical analysis methods

and computer codes were reviewed to familiarize the staff with the data

required and the methods for deriving the parameters of interest. Emphasi:

was placed on collection and evaluation of historic data from U.S. test

loops and experimental reactors. Results of some of that data collection

effort were reported at the 5th Symposium on Reliability Technology.

In 1979. empKasis was placed on system development and initiation of

the detailed collection of engineering (pedigree) data at the two major

U.S. sites - the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-ll) and the Fast

Flux Test Facility (FFTF). Detailed procedures and formats were developed

for data input, and a comprehensive input guide was written. The internal

structure of the data base management system (DBMS) was defined and

developed, and output formats and procedures were specified. Initial

plans for engineering data collection included a full-time site repre-

sentative at both of our data sites. However, funding for this type of

effort was not secured and data collection was initiated by the CREDO

at ORNL with the part-time assistance of site personnel.

During FY 1980 the emphasis in the program is in two areas: (1) the

completion and demonstration of capabilities of a working system for data

collection, management and distribution, and (2) major progress in the

collection of engineering data at FFTF and engineering and historic event

data at EBR-II. The development of specialized services and further

collection and analysis of historic data at test loops have been delayed.

Although the schedule for CREDO development has been lengthened, the

Driginal broad scope of CREDO has been retained, and progress in its



development is continuing. Over the next two years, the system should

move from a purely developmental phase to more routine operation. Staff

members involved in system development will concentrate further on

developing the planned information and analysis services for users. The

stretched development schedule, though not providing the optimum benefits

to users on a near-term basis, should result in 3 comprehensive system

and national center to support the needs of the U.S. advanced reactor

community on a time scale appropriate for the current U.S. Breeder Program

Routine System Operation

The routine operation of CREDO, is depicted in Fig. 1. Raw d̂ ita are

collected from operating reactors and test sites with advanced reactor

components. There are three types of data forms and three computerized

data files corresponding to the three types of raw data, which are

distinctly different in content and frequency of reporting:

(1) Engineering Data which contain a complete engineering
description of a component and uniquely identify it so
that its specific operating and failure history can
be tracked. In general, engineering data on a compo-
nent is collected once, preferably before initial
operation.

(2) Operating Data, i.e., operating hours and/or number
of cycles of a component. In CREDO, an estimate of
operating hours (or cycles) for a component is
obtained by reporting (quarterly) the operating
hours for the unit, and then multiplying that by
"operating factors" or "duty factors" which are
specified on the component engineering form.
Therefore the CREDO operating file contains in-
formation on unit operating hours.

(3) Event Data is a complete description of the
occurrence (failure), its cause and effects,
corrective action taken and time required for various
elements of total repair time. Event data are
reported as soon after the event as possible.

Combination of these three types of data, performed by the computerize

system, plus statistical analysis, performed either routinely by the

computerized system or by CREDO staff, produce the "reduced data," e.g.,

estimates of the statistical parameters such as mean-time-to-failure or

mean-time-to-repair that are desired.
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A wel1-documented auditable data-evaluation process, consisting of

editing and validation checks by the CREDO staff and operating system and

review by an independent group of experts is an important part of the

CREDO operation.

Both raw and reduced data are available to users and a variety of

routine and specialized outputs are available. Routine output forms

currently available, which are issued either periodically or on demand,

include quarterly failure data summaries, component quantitative failure

data summaries, and engineering and event inventories. Because of the

flexibility of the computerized system specialized output can be prepared

to accommodate specific user requests, or outputs can be generated

manually by CREDO staff. Output formats are discussed in more detail

later in the paper.

Routine services planned, in addition to systems information in

newsletter form include an early alert system (CAUTION) which provides

rapid dissemination of information on occurrences with potentially serious

safety or operational impact, and an urgent data request service (PLEA) in

which all participants are queried for rapid response to a special urgent

data request from a particular user. It is also planned to provide througf

special arrangement on a case-by-case basis, limited specialized

reliability/availability analysis, either by the CREDO staff or through

subcontracting, where expertise of a very specific nature is required.

All of the data management functions - cataloguing, storage, search in

retrieval, routine statistical analysis, and routine output are under

control of a versatile data base management system (DBMS) which has been

constructed primarily from systems existing at ORNL. Subroutines from

the Oak Ridge Computerized Hierarchial Information System (ORCHIS),

which was developed at ORNL, form the basis of the DBMS. Additional

software has been developed for tasks specific to CREDO needs, e.g.,

failure-rate estimation. All of the routines are written in modular form

and placed under the control of an operating system developed by Savannah

River Laboratory for the JOSHUA3 system of computer codes. The JOSHUA-

ORCHIS combination provides a flexible and efficient data management system]

to perform the varied tasks of a reliability data center.



As a national center, CREDO interfaces with existing U.S. reliability

data bases and provides a focal point for international exchange of

reliability data and information. Applicable data from these sources,

e.g., balance-of-plant data from light-water reactor data bases, will be

obtained by CREDO and made available to users upon request, rather than

having mass duplication of data stores. CREDO interfaces programmatically

with other DOE/RRT safety research efforts through the Fast Reactor

Safety Technology Management Center (FRSTMC) at Argonne National Laborator

and by having representatives from those organizations on the CREDO

Steering Committee. Figure 2 shows the structure of the DOE/RRT program.

Research is structured into "plant considerations" and "core consideration

Under core considerations, the research is directed toward analysis of

core disruptive accidents, and is organized under four "Lines of Assurance1

(LOAs). CREDO1; program falls under "LOA-6 - R&D Integration." Data

needs of R&D programs involving reliability/availability assessment will

be met by CREDO.

The CREDO Steering Committee.is composed of nationally recognized

experts involved in the various aspects of breeder reactor design, safety

and reliability. Its function is to provide general guidance to CREDO

staff and DOE in the development and operation of CREDO. Working groups

operating under the steering committee, review all aspects of data

collection, evaluation and dissemination. Currently, there are three

working groups active:

(1) Input Data, Formats and Procedures

(2) Data Evaluation

(3) Output Data, Formats and Procedures.

CREDO Input Data

CREDO is primarily a component-based data base; data collected

Focuses specifically upon items identified as components. Some qualitative

nformation is gathered on the system level and on the part level. The

component is identified as part of a particular system and subsystem, and

jystern/subsystem effects are recorded on the event form, but there are |

io detailed system engineering data collected and no quantitative estimates!

system reliability parameters.
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As noted previously, CREDO data is grouped into three files, and

is reported on three different types of forms. An engineering data sul-

mission to CREDO consists of the completion of the CREDO Base Engineering

Form and the CREDO Engineering Data Supplement. The Base Engineering

Form collects general engineering data (see Fig. 3) such as the component1

design function, specific application, operating factors, maintenance

requirements, etc. The Engineering Data Supplement is a component-spec

form. CREDO has designated forty-four items as components, which are to

be inclusive of all components at any site. For each of the forty-four

components, there is an Engineering Data Supplement. Figures *tA; hQ and

AC show the Engineering Data Supplement forms for valves, which are the

most detailed of all the forty-four. The form has three sections:

engineering descriptors, materials data, and quantitative design and

operating parameters. All of these parameters are "searchable," i.e., a

user can ask for quantitative failure data categorized by any or all of

the detailed entries on the form.

The CREDO Operating Data Reporting Form (see Fig. 5 ) , is used to

report operating hours and other availability data for the unit. It is

reported quarterly. Three operating modes will be identified by each

reporting unit and agreed upon by CREDO when CREDO data collection is

initiated. These operating modes, e.g., power operations, hot standby,

shutdown, will be rigidly defined and strictly adhered to in reporting

operating data. These same operating modes will be used in reporting the

operating factors and/or duty cycles on the CREDO Base Engineering Form

for components at that unit. Combining unit operating time with component

operating factors will permit reasonably accurate accounting of actual

component operating hours without detailed tracking of operating hours

on every component.

The Event Data Reporting Form (Fig. 6) consists of six major blocks

of data (plus sections for report identification, signatures, and remarks)

including a narrative of the event, information about the event detection

and what immediate action took place, detailed qualitative data on any

component failure, a summary of initial, interim and final corrective

action, detailed maintenance time data, and a discussion of human inter- j

action involved in causing thr p.vent. Much of the inform^ < on is reouested;
i

in narrative form to encourage an open and complete discussion of the !



CREDO BASE ENCtNEtRlNQ DATA
(Use ror All Cjnoooent\l

U ) Report t .0. No.

Ib) Site* . tc) Unit ___

(d) Report Qate (Ko./Oj./Yr.J / /

Ul Report %iou»: Q He- Q tridnyr Q delete Uor CREDO Use Only)
if not " t W . Dili: ol Previous Report (tVi./Da./ir.) /__ _7 "

(Code)

(a) Name* _ (b) Site I.D. Ho. __ (c) PPS Q

Id) C*EDO I.D. No- (CREDO Use Only) (e) Model Ho.

{1) Manufacturer

{q) Spec./Standard «o.

04te tciitalled _ _ / / _
Mo. ?a7 YrT

Hotlified / _ J
KoT t)a. Yr.

Rtsmovetl J /
^o. Da. Vr.

7 COMPO'̂ Hf USl AND Si
. .

(a) System*

(bj Subiysfm

(c) Oeilgn Function

Cri t ical System

(d) Apolic

(e) Design Life (Hrs.) (Cycles)

Oper. Factor (tVXI GPERATINO FACTORS

I .

3.

3.

1.

2 .

3 .

U ) Main Interval and Type

(b) In&pec

7. HADIATIOH LIPOSURE

Huutron Flux Level

"&~. HlhAP.f.S. SPECIAL tNF

L
9 . sicu^ruaES

Hsoort

CREDO

Last hjme. I n i t i a l s Si te fhone Ho.

PLEASE CHECK TO BE SURf AW APPROPRIATE ENGINEERING DAT* SUPP^EHEHT HA5 Bf£H ATTACHED.

USE THE REVERSE SICC OF THIS FORrt TO ADD ANT AODITIOUAL ENGINEERING DATA OR DESCRIPTIVE
FCftHATloH DESIkED.

These I teois muse bi: completed using coded words.



CREDO EKGMEERIKS DATA Sf?r>.i.".ENT

COMPONENT DESCRIPTORS AND DESIGN DATA FOR

VALVES (VALVE)

Page 1 of 3

Typg

O Ball
O Blade
O Hultiblade
D Opposed Blade
D Butterfly
Q Check
Q Cylinder
D Diaphragm
D Gate
U Gicbe
D Louver
D Hi* I tiventuri
D Needle
O Nozzle
D Plug
O Other

Keyword

COMPONENT DESCP.1PT0RS

Functional/Application

D By-Pass
D Flow Control
D Isolation/Stop
• Level Control
D Multipurpose
O Pilot
• Pressure Control
O Pressure Relief
D Temp. Control

D Time Cycled
D Vacuum Relief
D Other

Funct ionaI/Characterist ic

D Angle
D Conveneicnal
D Cryogenic
D Five Way Selection
Q Four Way Selection

• Hultivary ing
D Six Way Selection
O Sari,,.j .".i-rck
D Swing Check
D Three Uay Selection
D Wye
D Other

CREDO ENGINEERING DATA SUPPLEMENT

COMPONENT DESCP.IPTORE AND DESIGN DATA FOR

VALVES (VALVE)

(CONTINUED)

Page 2 of 3

Valve To Pipe/Equipment Connection

D Buttwe Id
D Di ssolving
• Flange £ Weld
• Flat Flange
• National Pipe Thread
• Plastic Melting

Keyword Keyword

Medium processed

D Air
D Chemical Solutions
O Inert Gas
D Liquid Gas

D P« c m fuels
D Petrols: Oi'.s
O Radioactive Gas
• Radioactive Waste
D Si Ifcones
• Sodium
• Sodium/Potassium
D Steam
D Vacuum
• Water
D Other

Keyword _

Seal

D Be Mows
• Bellows £ Freeze
D Bel lows £ Packing

. D Freeze

D Gas Injec:ion
O Hetal
D O-Ring
• Packing
D Other

Keyword

Operator Type

D Electric Motor
a Electric Solenoid
D Explosive Device

• Float
D Hycraui ic
n Manua1
D Mech/Spring
D Pneumat ic
D Other

Keyword

i' Hat^e^ r isnge
• Socketweld
D Special Thread
O Thread 6 Weld
D Tubing 5 flange
Q Tubing & Thread
D Tubing £. Weld
D Other

Keyword

Tubing

Sea 1 Ha te r i a 1

Keyword

Pipe Material

Keyword

Seat Material

Keyword

Refer to CREDO materials list (Table 6, Appendix A of the CREDO Guide
for Completing Oata Input Form and Hsert a coded word for material)

CREOO EMGIHEERING DATA SUPPCEHEMT

COMPONENT DESCRIPTORS AND DESIGN DATA FOR

VALVES (VALVE)

(CONTINUED)

Page 3 of 3

Desian Parameters

1 Design Pressure

2 Design Temperature

3 Nominal Operating Pressure

k Nominal Operating Temperature

5 Nominal Pipe Size (Largest Dimension)

6 Nominal Valve Size

7 Nominal Valve Stroke

8 Operator Actuation Force

9 Operator Actuation Time

10 Operator Actuation Torque

11 Operator Motor F.stin9

12 Operator Motor Voltage

13 Pneumatic/Hydraulic Pressure to

Operator

Value Units

PSIG

DEGF

PSIG

DEGF

IN

IN

IN

LB

SEC

FTLB

HP

PSIG

Refer to CREDO component descriptors unit abbreviations for proper

""put r W ) A P P e n d l X A O f t h c " E D O Guide for Completing Data

£ H. V



OPERATING DATA REPORTING

I.

2.

).

It.

5-

REPORT IDENTIFICATION

Si te "

Report Period Start Date
Mo

OPERATING ilMES UiUU.-.Ji

MODE-1

HODE-2

MODE-3

•JUMBER CREDO EVENT REPORTS T

FACILITY AVAILABILITY DATA

Design Output

Report Period Total Output

Outages:

Scheduled

Unscheduled

Comments/Di scussion

For Test Facilities:

Number of Transients <

Report I.D. No.
(CREDO Use

JL

Unit" Report Date / /
Ho. Da.

/ / Report Period End Date /
. Da. Yr. . Ho. Da.

H I S "V:F'OKT:::U P E R I O D F O R T H I S ur:'~:

Authorized Output This Report Period

Number Hours Expended

ar Cycles This Period

Total Hours at Transient of Cyclic Conditions

SIGNATURES: Last Name,

Report

CREDO

Initials Signature Site

O.-.lyj

Yr.

/
Yr.

Hour(s)

Hour(s)

Hour(s)

Phone No.

These items must be completed using coded words.

Output units depend on type of facility, and are specified by mutual agreement of CREDO
and site staff.

TUG S.



ENT DAI* REPDRTINS f S M (CRtOO-I. K«*. <>

Tt Mi-pal

(e) Occurrence Ti t le

( f ) » W r t S l«u»:

~~(al Renoil 1.0
(CP.tOO Use Only I

(h) Related Reports: DO*

C• 1 Ew=nt »•"•« _ / '
no. ua. Tr.

Event Ti"* hrs.

lAttacn

a:' aenClTJTM/limCOIAft
•

tot

TO) Celaction I/att: / / T i ™ .

Mo. D*. i r .

tot ̂ . u V uf tet W Ti«/D«tectlon 1° Inltl.l Actio

(d) Operating Stilus: Unit* Syile»*

Subsystem

t n i l i - l (Imwdi^tei Acttun , ..

COnr-OstNI FAILURE faATA

(a] component Kim*i

(c j SUe. 1.0. No.*

(f) Component Description _

(b) CREDO I.D No.

(d) System' M Subsyite,

(q) Failure Type .

(1) Failure Cause

(k| Failure Cause

(h) Failure Mode

CJ) D Primary • Secondary

" • [Ail.it* J.uui.

f l ) Failure effects: System

Unit

(Hours Lost

(m) Critical Parts

5- tOWUCTIOT AIT10H (a) ruintenance Action (b) ASmin. Action

(c) Interim

(a) Resuiraliun Time (Hours/ManhoursJ: ( i l Total _ _ / _ ^ ( I I ) AdtaintsLrative f

( i i i ) Logistics _ / _ ^ (iv) Indirect Repair I {vl Direct Repair _ _ / _

(vl) Reteit _ _ / _ _ (vl i) Restart _ / _

(») Time Since Last ( i ) Maintenance ( I I ) TesLino

(cj Haineenance turrative ^

6.

(di F ina l

HUMAN INTERACTION DATA ' " "

(b)

Human

Huraan

Initiator? Ye*

Interact ion/Enq inccri

Ho

nq Pocer

U X « . Explain

itial

Last N.i-no, Ini Site Phone No.

'depart
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event, while other data are keyworded so that automatic searches can be

made for data by key categories or parameters.

Data Evaluation

Once the data have been gathered on the various CREDO input forms,

they are screened by a CREDO staff engineer with a substantial background

n nuclear plant components. His primary functions are to verify that

the data received is complete, accurate and concise. This will often

require repeated communications with the reporting ind:vidual. (In the

current mode of operation, a CREDO staff member is actually recording the

data, and the screening process is simplified.) The data are then entered

into the CREDO DBMS. An additional computer screening is performed that

involves logical checks for content and accuracy of data and keypunching.

The Data Evaluation Working Group has been established to perform an

"acceptance review" of all methods and procedures used by CREDO in pro-

ducing reduced data. Routine procedures and methods wi11 be reviewed and.

after modification as necessary, accepted. Thereafter, additional review

will be required only as those methods or procedures are modified. Any

specialized data analysis or reliability/availability analysis performed

by CREDO staff which are to be included as part of the "official" CREDO

data store for use in breeder reactor development and licensing will be

reviewed by the working group for accuracy and completeness. Modifications

or additions suggested by the working group will be carried out by CREDO

istaff, or otherwise resolved, and the entire process of the acceptance

review will be documented for users. Initially, the working group is

reviewing the statistical methods adopted by CREDO staff and is helping

to identify and document other methods of practical use.

Data Processing

The heart of the CREDO data base is its sophisticated, versatile

DBMS. The system consists of various searching and sorting subroutines

from ORCHIS plus a (FORTRAN) driving program and specialized software for

the particular needs of CREDO operating under a data base management

system developed from the JOSHUA system. ORCHIS contains many convenient i

routines for the management of scientific data files, but does not provide i



a general means for relating diverse data maintained in separate files

having different structures. This relational capability is needed to

combine the engineering, operation and event data required for CREDO.

The JOSHUA system includes a true data base manager, which provides a

very general, very flexible framework for maintaining and relating data

files. The desired ORCHIS routines were modularized and placed under the

control of the JOSHUA DBMS. Various searching, analysis and output

capabilities were developed with the addition of a modest amount of soft-

ware. The combination of the JOSHUA and ORCHIS systems provide a state-

of-the-art system with the versatility, flexibility and efficiency

required for a large reliability data bank.

Figure 7 is a flow chart illustrating the logic followed in combining

a quantitative estimate of the failure rate for a specific type of com-

ponent. This type of searching is conceptually the most difficult of che

many types that might be desired, because it involves selective searching

and combination of data from all three files. For the sake of example,

(though it is probably unrealistic) assume a user had a request for very

specific data: the failure rate of sodium, freeze seal, gate valves,

sized 2A-inches or larger and made of 316 stainless steel. Furthermore,

assume he is interested only in valves used in the primary heat transport

system of a particular facility, say FFTF, which operated during the

specific time period 1972-1980, and that he is concerned only about failur

that involve sticking open (failure to close).

A CREDO staff member would establish the necessary keywords and

query the data base. (At a later time, direct access by users by remote

terminals will be possible.) There are five "relational keywords" which

are used to combine the three types of files: SITE, UNIT, SYSTEM, COMFONEN

CREDO I.D. NO. In this example, the CREDO staff member would specify

SITE=HEDL, UNIT=FFTF, SYSTEM=PRIMRXHT, C0MP0NENT=VALVE, and then would

specify all of the other qualifiers on engineering, event and operating

data. The DBMS would search the event file (a sequential file) for all

valve failures in the FFTF primary heat transport system, delete those

that do not meet the other event qualifiers: failure mode=N0CL0SE, and

failed during 19/2-1980. The fifth relational keyword, the CREDO I.D. NO.

is extracted from those forms, and those five keywords are used to locate |
j

the specific engineering records corresponding to those components. The j
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engineering file is a random access file; the records are selected

directly rather than searched for sequentially. The applicable engineerin

records are further searched to delete those that do not meet the

engineering qualifiers" selected by the user: TYPE=GATE, MEDIUM

PROCESSED^ SODIUM, SEAL=FREEZE, BODY MATERIAL=SS316, NOMINAL VALVE

SIZE>2*i, This reduced set of records is the "failure scratch file." It

contains data on all of the items meeting the event and engineering

qualifiers which have failed. The engineering records of all components

that meet the engineering qualifications are then accessed to provide the

'population" of all applicable components. The operating file is then

accessed to collect operating hours (by mode) at FFTF for all quarters

during the desired period, and combined with the operating factors for

components in the total population to estimate operating hours for both

failed and unfailed components. The "lifetimes" either censored or

complete, of all of the failed components are tabulated (and saved for

input to the more detailed statistical analysis routines which can be

accessed if desired), and a numerical estimate of the failure rate is

obtained by dividing the total number of failures by the "total time on

test," the total operating hours for failed or censored items.

CREDO Output

The flexibility of the CREDO DBMS permits a great deal of flexibility

in the types of searches and output. Special requests by users can be

accommodated by writing relatively simple FORTRAN programs. At present

seven types of output have been designated for initial operation of CREDO.

hese are:

(1) Engineering Data Report Inventory

(2) Event Data Rep ~t inventory

(3) Component Failure Summary

CO Component Q u a n t i t a t i v e F a i l u r e Data Summary

(5) Raw Data Outputs

(6) CRESTCO Outputs

(7) Specialized Outputs.

The Engineering Data .Report Inventory is a one-line summary of

important data found on the Base Engineering Data Form (Fig. 8). It may
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be output on demand and qualified by any searchable parameters. This

output represents a quick look at the contents of any desired set of the

engineering data file for comparison of general engineering characteristic

In addition, it is an important bookkeeping tool for the reporting

individual at the site. The inventory can be listed by system and by

both CREDO I.D. number and site I.D. number. It will provide the reonrtin

individual with a quick reference to the CREDO I.D., system and other key

information on a component for event reporting. Early in CREDO operation,

the ideal of having all components pedigreed prior to facility operation

will be be possible, and quarterly issues of the engineering inventory

will provide a convenient reference specifying exactly which components

have been entered into the data base.

The Event Data Report Inventory (Fig. 9) is a one-line summary of

important data found on the Event Data Reporting Form. This inventory can

be generated on demand and qualified by any searchable parameters. It

provides a quick access to CREDO's event data when general types of failure

information are needed. In addition, this inventory will be generated

and distributed quarterly and will contain all events that occurred during

the preceding quarter.

The Component Failure Summary (Hg. 10) is a summary of events that

occurred during a particular time interval. It is primarily designed for

quarterly publication of failures and cannot be qualified by any engineerir

descriptors as can the Event Data Report Inventory. In addition, the

Component Failure Summary contains more detailed information than the

Event Data Report Inventory and allows failure information to be published

without having to produce all of the raw event data.

The Component Quantitative Failure Data Summary (Fig. 11) is

generated only upon request and requires the merging of all three types of

CREDO files via CREDO's DBKS. This summary contains an estimated failure

rate based on an exponential model and an estimation of a mean-time-to-

repair, assuming a log-normal distribution. !n addition, a tabular trends

analysis is given by failure mode and failure cause along with a

specification of the component population. Each time the Component

Quantitative Failure Data Summary is generated, component lifetimes and

failure modes and causes for each event are also output fcr use within the
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CREDO Statistical Analysis Code (CRESTCO) if further statistical analysis

is required. CRESTCO is described in the next section.

The output of raw data forms is done only upon request, and is an

output of all information on any record on any of CREDO1s data files. The

data is output in the same form as the three types of data collection

forms, and can be qualified by any searchable parameters.

CREDO Statistical Analysis Code (CRESTCO)

If further statistical analysis is required beyond that given in the

Component Quantitative Failure Data Summary, then an additional request

must be made to CREDO. CREDO has developed the statistics code CRESTCO

which can aid the data analyst in determining time-dependent failure

behavior. In addition, the code also includes the generation of various

trends analyses. The code is divided into four major sections:

(1) Total-time-on-test calculations and plotting

(2) Hazard calculations and plotting

(3) Maximum likelihood calculations

(4) Trends analysis and plotting.

The total-time-on-test section of the code uses the graphical methods
1,

presented by Barlow and Campo which allows the analyst to determine

whether the failure rate of a particular set of components is increasing,

'decreasing or exhibits exponential behavior with respect to time. Failure

fractions and total-time-on-test fractions are calculated at each

and from this, the code determines what type of behavior is exhibi

provides a

The h

described

different

(D
(2)

(3)

W

plot of the data and calculates a s

azard calculations and plotting sect

by Nelson.^ Distribution parameters

probability distribution functions:

Exponential
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ignificance level.
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ion is based on methods

are calculated for five



(5) Gumbel.

The method involves formulation of the cumulative hazard function for

each of these distributions, linearization of the function, and fitting

the parameters by least-square methods. An option to use Robust least-

square methods is included. This involves an iterative procedure in which

each data point is statistically weighted according to its residual. The

method rsinimizes the effects of outliers. In addition to the calculation

of distribution parameters, the code also calculates a coefficient of

determination which indicates how well the data is linearized and produces

a plot of the linearized equations and data points.

The maximum likelihood section allows the analyst to determine

distribution parameters for three different distributions (exponential,

WeibuII and Gumbel) using maximum Iikeifhood methods.

The method formulates the likelihood functions for each of these

distributions and solves the equations produced by differentiating the

likelihood function with respect to all distribution parameters. For the

exponential distribution 5 and 35% confidence bounds are calculated.

The trends analysis format has been seen to be a particularly useful

means for displaying qualitative and limited quantitative information for

management, design and safety-research decisions. Relative failure

behavior and actual number of failures reported for different parts,

components, subsystems or systems are displayed in a histogram form that

permits ease of comparison. Behavioral trends related to failure mode,

failure cause and effect, critical parts or components, repair times, etc.,

are made readily apparent. This type of information is useful to help

formulate maintenance guidelines and for design and safety R&D decisions,

even before extensive quantitative data become available. At the present

time, the software developed includes component failures categorized by

failure cause and by failure mode only, but is readily adaptable to produce

trends according to virtually any searchable parameter in the DBMS.

Conclusion

CREDO has been established to meet the needs of the U.S. Breeder



Reactor Program and the advanced reactor community for a centralized

source of accurate reliability/maintainability data and data-related

services. The schedule for development has been slowed somewhat, in

response to the prolonged schedule for breeder reactor development in the

U.S., but demonstration of initial system capabilities is planned by the

end of FY 19S0. The system will move from a development stage to routine

operation over the next two years. Data collection has been initiated at

existing U.S. sites, the initial version of the computerized data base

management system is nearly complete, practical statistical analysis

methods have been adapted and computerized, and output formats have been

specified. A steering committee and working groups composed of persons

with extensive experience in the various facets of reliability engineering

and breeder reactor systems have been formed to provide guidance and

critical review of the CREDO effort. CREDO is a comprehensive program

that provides a flexible, user-oriented system for collection, evaluation

and dissemination of data, specialized information and analysis services,

and a national center for exchange of data and information.
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